The Value of Our Interviews

The excerpt below from PublicBookshelf Corporation is a great explanation of the value in
reading about the lives of others, and helps explain why we publish interviews with successful
married couples.

"One of the best ways to learn about human nature and the world is through reading
biographies and memoir books. Learn the challenges faced by black entertainers by
reading the biographies of famous musicians. Biographies of women entrepreneurs are
a good way to discover the struggles and challenges faced by women in the business
world. Experience examples of racial discrimination by reading the accounts of those
who have endured and survived through the hatred. Movie star biographies can help
you appreciate the success of your favorite actor or actress by learning how they
earned their success. Draw inspiration and guidance from the memoir examples of
others who have had the courage to write the stories of their own lives.
Biographies and memoirs are good for more than drawing inspiration. The lives of the
successful can teach you how to go about enriching your life and creating your own
fortune. You can learn from their mistakes and victories. "

We couldn't agree more and we would add that couples desiring a lasting and loving marriage
can learn by reading about other married couples who have gone the distance in their own
marital success.
Our interviews are not necessarily biographies or memoirs in the traditional sense, but we
are inspired by the success of others and our hope is that you will be too. There is much to be
gleamed in terms of life lessons from the interviews that we conduct and publish, and our wish
for you and yours is to learn from the victories of those we have interviewed as you strive for
your own personal victories.
Good luck and may God bless your effort.

